Add an INTERACTIVE DIMENSION to your lessons with ELI DIGITAL BOOKS
ELI language courses are now available in **Digital Books**, to be used in the classroom with an interactive whiteboard or for self-study at home on the student’s own computer.

**ELI Digital Books** are teacher-friendly and are compatible with any brand of interactive whiteboard.

You can click on any CD icon to instantly play the audio.
With **ELI Digital Books** you can

- flip the pages of the whole book on the interactive whiteboard
- have immediate access to all audiovisual materials, saving valuable teaching time
- customise your lessons grouping all the resources in one multimedia tool
- involve the whole class and make lessons more motivating

All interactive exercises are identified by a moving icon. You can check your answers at the end of the exercise.

Use the toolbar at the bottom of the page to move to the next page or to move back a page, to open the Workbook pages or to check the Index page.